72 Hours proving technique of
Dlog Technologies LOM
Goodness and working efﬁciency of LOM mix Spray can be
proved, as a very good manure, easily by Dealers within just
72 hours by following the method given below:
Make 750ml Liquid Organic manure (LOM) from 7.5ml LOM
Concentrate bottle, by correctly following the instructions
and video. Now 750ml LOM is ready. Carry this bottle to the
Farmer's place. Or carry Company prepared free sample
110ml manure bottle.
Describe the Farmer about goodness and effectiveness of
LOM ﬁrst. Farmer will be very happy about the low price and
about Manure + Pesticide nature of the product. Still the
Farmer will have lingering doubts in his mind about the
actual performance of LOM. To clear the Farmer's doubts,
the Dealer can sell only 10ml from out of 750ml/110ml bottle
for Rs.4 only, which any farmer would gleefully pay. Never
give LOM free of cost to anyone, as free samples do not get
any respect.
Ask the farmer to get an empty bucket and a well cleaned
Sprayer (10 or 16 litres). First take 10 litres water in to the
bucket. Shake 750ml/110ml bottle once, take out only 10ml
LOM and pour this into 10 litres water. Stir by hand two times
only. (Do not mix more than 2 times by hand, see
Company Video) Request the farmer to pour this into the
Sprayer. Now 10 litres LOM Mix is ready for spraying.
Ask the famer to spray on to his crops 10 litres LOM mix
(preferably 30 days or more old crop), in a corner of the ﬁeld,
for about 2900 sq.feet only (6.5 cents only), out of one acre
or half acre of standing crops. Ask farmer to spray well, and
more quantity on to Crops. That is all. Leave it for 72 hours.
Make sure that the Farmer sprays the entire 10 litres on
crops in 2900 sft only, (as

farmers are generally used to spray other pesticides of 10
litres on crops in 4400 sft).
After 72 hours inspect / just see the plants along with the
Farmer. Only the plants on which LOM mix has been
sprayed would have grown at least 2 inches taller and
became more greener, than other plants on which LOM mix
has not been sprayed. This will be clearly visible to naked
eyes and Farmer will agree it is true that plants applied with
LOM mix alone have grown 2 inches taller, and also agree
that the sprayed plants have become more greener and that
LOM works very well and effectively. Then he will readily
agree to buy Dlog Technologies LOM bottles or at least 1
bottle 7.5ml for his other standing crops and trees. This
makes the selling of bottles by Dealers very easy.
Dealers need not have any doubts about this. In Company's
trial a just one foot tall Hibiscus plant grew 3 inches more in
24 hours and further 3 inches (total 6 inches) in 48 hours, in
72 hours it grew by a total of 7 inches. So this quick growth of
2 inches over other plants will certainly happen in 72 hours.
Thus time required for proving LOM as the Best Manure
and growth promoter in the world is just only 72 hours.
Dealers are requested and encouraged to follow this method
and convince doubting farmers to buy our product. Better
choose a short term crops only viz. 120 days crops, (aged 30
days to 60 days only) to try this technique, as long term crops
may take longer time to grow. Always try this only with one
10 litres of LOM Mix spray and leave the other parts not
sprayed, for quick comparison. Never sell farmers more than
10 ml this way.
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